My Link in Time: The Immortal Ones

Girl meets boy, falls in love, becomes
engaged, and walks down the aisle. Oh, if
only life were that simple. When an
Immortal girl meets a Mortal boy, life is a
little more complicated.
When Charity
accepted Lincolns marriage proposal, she
thought they could handle anything that
came their way... Links newly acquired lust
for blood became the first problem to
tackle... saying I do came next.
Is a no
fuss wedding in Las Vegas too much to
ask? It seems so when a Witch from their
past is not what she seems, mortal friends
from Telluride become thorns in their
sides, and staying alive is harder than
Charity has ever imagined it would be.
What is an Immortal girl to do?The
Immortal Ones - 2 time winner of the
Paranormal Romance Guild Reviewers
Choice Award for BEST YA SERIES
(2012 & 2013).
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